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Dominance is a form of phenotypic robustness to mutations.

Understanding how such robustness can evolve provides a

window on how the relation between genotype and phenotype

can change during evolution. Within population genetics, at-

tempts at explaining the evolution of dominance have always

run into the problem that selection for dominance is sen-

sitive to the initial frequency of heterozygotes and/or muta-

tion rates. Given such requirements, dominance is unlikely to

evolve in most cases. In this article, we present a theoretical

model that integrates enzyme kinetics, genetics, and popula-

tion dynamics to address dominance evolution in metabolic

physiology. Given the mechanistic constraints of Michaelis-

Menten type enzyme catalysis, we show that dominance can

evolve through a selection regime that is insensitive to the

frequency of heterozygotes and/or mutation rates. This is

due to the prevalence of alleles that have direct fitness effects

in addition to dominance modification effects. Dominance

can evolve as an incidental side effect of selection for such

dual-effect alleles.

From the early days of Mendelian genetics it became apparent that the ef-
fects of mutant alleles on the phenotype can be modified by both the environ-
mental and genetic background (Tower, 1910; Bridges, 1913; Jennings,
1917; Lancefield, 1918; Timofeeff-Ressovsky, 1927). This led to a de-
bate in evolutionary biology on whether in diploid organisms the prevalence
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of wild-type phenotypes that were dominant with respect to mutant phe-
notypes was a result of selection for genetic backgrounds that lead to dom-
inance (Fisher, 1928a; Wright, 1929b,a; Fisher, 1931; Haldane, 1930,
1939; Mayo and Burger, 1997; Bourguet, 1999). Later this question was
extended to include developmental processes dependent on many loci and
referred to as developmental canalization (Waddington, 1942; Schmal-

hausen, 1949; Dunn and Fraser, 1958; Rendel, 1967; Sondhi, 1960;
Scharloo, 1991; Stearns and Kawecki, 1994; Wagner, 2000; Rice,
2000; Gibson and Wagner, 2000). However, for both the cases of domi-
nance and canalization the common problem for the evolution of phenotypic
robustness has been that the selection dynamics is ultimately frequency sen-
sitive and hence difficult to evolve (Wagner et al., 1997). In this article
we examine this problem. We shall use a model that combines enzyme ki-
netics, genetics, and population dynamics to address dominance evolution
in metabolic physiology.

The problem of frequency sensitive selection: How and why do
dominant phenotypes arise in Mendelian systems? Fisher sought to explain
the observation that in diploid organisms a great proportion of mutant phe-
notypes are recessive with respect to the wild type (Fisher, 1928a,b, 1929,
1958, 1931, 1934). He had been influenced by some observations that he had
made with Ford on melanic moths (Fisher and Ford, 1926; Fisher, 1927)
and the work of Morgan et al. (1925) on Drosophila. Fisher postulated
the evolution of dominance via the selection of alleles at modifier loci which
could diminish the detrimental effects of mutant alleles at a primary locus.
Fisher’s conception was important in two respects. In the first place, it was
the first population genetic model involving epistatic interactions between
loci. Secondly, it was the first instance in which the evolution of mutational
effects was posed as a neo-Darwinian research problem.

Wright (1929a,b, 1934a,b) and Haldane (1930, 1939) quickly pointed
to a problem with Fisher’s conception. In populations where the allele for
the wild-type phenotype is near fixation, the selection coefficient for the
modifier alleles at other loci will be sensitive to the frequency with which
the mutant heterozygote appears in the population. This is because the
modifiers could only exhibit their dominance modification effects when in
the presence of the mutant heterozygote. Hence selection for dominance
modifiers would be dependent on the mutation rate. Such selection coef-
ficients would not be high enough to overcome drift in most populations.
Later work has confirmed this conclusion and the general consensus is that
for populations where an allele at a primary locus is near fixation, selection
for modifiers at other loci cannot be much more effective than drift unless
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the mutation rates are inordinately high (Ewens, 1966; Sved and Mayo,
1970; Feldman and Karlin, 1971; Charlesworth, 1979). On the other
hand, it can also be shown that in situations where the wild-type allele at
the primary locus is not near fixation, and there is a high frequency of mu-
tant alleles in the population, then dominance can evolve (Haldane, 1956;
Parsons and Bodmer, 1961; Bodmer and Parsons, 1962; O’Donald

and Barrett, 1973; Wagner, 1981; Burger, 1983a,b,c; Wagner and
Burger, 1985). One example in which the frequency of mutant heterozy-
gotes can be maintained at a high frequency is when the mutant heterozygote
is maintained by a balanced polymorphism. Under such circumstances, it
can shown that dominance can evolve through selection for modifier loci
(Clarke and Sheppard, 1960a,b; Clarke and O’Donald, 1964; Shep-

pard and Ford, 1966; Feldman and Karlin, 1971; O’Donald and Bar-

rett, 1973; Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1975; Burger, 1983c;
Otto and Bourguet, 1999).

The consensus form population genetics is that the evolution of domi-
nance is a frequency sensitive problem. A difficulty arises from this assertion.
Dominance seems to be too prevalent to be explained solely by frequency
sensitive dynamics, whose chance of success is highly dependent on a very
specific set of starting conditions (Wagner and Burger, 1985; Otto and
Bourguet, 1999; Gibson and Wagner, 2000). In order to address this
problem, we may have to re-examine the mechanics of dominance modifica-
tion.

Mechanistic constraints and dominance modification: The prob-
lems associated with frequency sensitivity arise in a context in which it is
assumed that dominance modifiers only have a fitness effect in the presence
of the mutant heterozygote. In other words they are considered to be pure
modifiers. The question we have to ask is whether all dominance modifiers
are pure modifiers. If not, then frequency dependence may cease to be a
problem. Wright (1929a,b, 1934a, 1977) and Haldane (1930), in addition
to Muller (1932) and Plunkett (1933), had all proposed such a possibil-
ity. These scientists also realized that such a question could not be restricted
to the realm of population genetics. The answer depends on the mechanistic
constraints pertaining to variation on a given phenotype. We shall ask this
question in the context of metabolic physiology.

The evolution of dominance in metabolic pathways has a controversial
history. In the 1980’s, Kacser and Burns (1981) made the argument that
dominance in metabolic pathways was an inevitable property of multien-
zyme systems and could not be significantly modified. As a consequence,
they argued that dominance in metabolism does not require an evolutionary
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explanation. They based their argument on theoretical models of multien-
zyme systems. Since then, the argument that dominance is an inevitable
property of metabolic pathways has found several adherents (Orr, 1991;
Kacser et al., 1995; Kacser, 1995; Turelli and Orr, 1995; Hartl

and Taubes, 1996; Keightley, 1996; Porteous, 1996; Meiklejohn and
Hartl, 2002). However, Kacser and Burn’s models depended on certain
linearizing assumptions and has not been accepted by all. Several scientists
have argued that Kacser and Burn’s conclusions only hold in cases where
the nonlinearities in enzyme kinetics are ignored, and that when nonlinear-
ities are included, dominance can be modified (Cornish-Bowden, 1987;
Savageau and Sorribas, 1989; Savageau, 1992; Grossniklaus et al.,
1996). The latter argument is consistent within the framework of evolution-
ary theory and extends beyond the realm of metabolic physiology. It has
been shown to hold in gene regulatory networks (Omholt et al., 2000) and
development (Gilchrist and Nijhout, 2001). For dominance modification
to be possible we require epistasis. For the existence of epistasis, we require
nonlinearities in the relation between genotype and phenotype.

The results from the model we present here support the notion that
dominance can evolve in metabolism by way of modifiers that also exhibit
independent fitness effects.
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MODEL

Enzyme-kinetic model: We considered one of the simplest multi-
enzyme pathways that can serve as a building block for larger pathways.
An outside substrate sin diffuses into a reaction compartment that houses
two successive enzyme-catalyzed reactions. A sink step is added to remove
the product as sout.

sin

D
−→

D
←−

s1 Diffusion

e1 + s1

k1
−→

k2
←−

(es1)
k3
−→

k4
←−

e1 + s2 Reaction 1

e2 + s2

k5
−→

k6
←−

(es2)
k7
−→

k8
←−

e2 + s3 Reaction 2

s3
Q
−→ sout Sink

The kinetic model can be translated into a system of differential equa-
tions. The “physiological phenotype” is the flux rate F through the pathway,
given by F = dsout/dt. In conditions where the input sin remains con-
stant, the quantity F can reach a steady-state and evaluated numerically.
The kinetic model directly reflects a Michaelis-Menten conception of enzyme
catalysis and there is no recourse to linearizing assumptions. In contrast the
Kacser and Burns approach assumes that all enzymes in a pathway are al-
ways unsaturated in both the forward and reverse directions. Consequently
flux derivation in the Kacser and Burns case is based on a linearization of
the individual rate equation for each enzyme reaction (Kacser and Burns,
1973, 1981).

The system of equations governing changes in molecular concentrations
are:

d[s1]/dt = −D [s1]− k1 [e1] [s1] + D [sin] + k2 [es1]
d[es1]/dt = k1 [e1] [s1]− k2 [es1]− k3 [es1] + k4 [e1] [s2]
d[s2]/dt = k3 [es1]− k4 [e1] [s2]− k5 [e2] [s2] + k6 [es2]
d[es2]/dt = k5 [e2] [s2]− k6 [es2]− k7 [es2] + k8 [e2] [s3]
d[s3]/dt = k7 [es2]−Q [s3]− k8 [e2] [s3]
d[e1]/dt = −k1 [e1] [s1] + k2 [es1] + k3 [es1]− k4 [e1] [s2]
d[e2]/dt = −k5 [e2] [s2] + k6 [es2] + k7 [es2]− k8 [e2] [s3]
d[sout]/dt = Q [s3].

(1)
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For numerical implementations the wild-type kinetic parameters used were
k1 = k5 = 4×107M−1sec−1 , k2 = k6 = 4×102sec−1, k3 = k7 = 7×102sec−1

and k4 = k8 = 1×106M−1sec−1. The diffusion constants used are D = Q =
1.5 × 101sec−1. For each enzyme Keq = 70. The parameters k3 and k7

correspond to the catalytic turnover rate of each reaction and are referred
to as kcat(1) and kcat(2) respectively. For both cases, kcat(i) = 42, 000min−1

for the wild-type.
We chose arbitrary kinetic constants whose order of magnitude can be

found in nature. Nonetheless we found that our dominance modification
results were not qualitatively affected by the specific choice of kinetic pa-
rameters.

Genetic model: The genetic model used is a four locus model un-
derlying the two enzyme pathway. The loci are diploid with two possible
allelomorphs. Consider the following wild-type homozygote genotype:

A B C D
A B C D

. (2)

The underlining denotes a linkage group. The italicized letters denote al-
lelomorphs at each locus. The non-italicized capital letter for the wild-type
allelomorph will be used as the name of each locus. The four loci affect the
following enzyme properties:

Locus A: Total concentration of enzyme 1 ([E1]).
Locus B: Total concentration of enzyme 2 ([E2]).
Locus C: Catalytic turnover rate for enzyme 1 (kcat(1)).
Locus D: Catalytic turnover rate for enzyme 2 (kcat(2)).

For the genotype in (2), the linkage grouping can be denoted as ABCD. For
different linkage groups the underlining is changed. For example AB,CD
denotes AB and CD as linkage groups.

Different genotypes map to a set of enzyme properties to which we will
refer to as the “kinetic phenotype”. The allelomorphs designated by a lower-
case letter denote a null allele. Determination of kinetic phenotype from
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genotype is computed according to the following rules:

AA ⇒ High [E1]
Aa or aA ⇒ Intermediate [E1]

aa ⇒ [E1] = 0µM
BB ⇒ High [E2]

Bb or bB ⇒ Intermediate [E2]
bb ⇒ [E2] = 0µM

CC or Cc or cC ⇒ High kcat(1)

cc ⇒ Low kcat(1)

DD or Dd or dD ⇒ High kcat(2)

dd ⇒ Low kcat(2)

(3)

Consequently there are 256 possible genotypes and 36 kinetic phenotypes.
In principle, different kinetic phenotypes can lead to the same physiological
phenotype.

In our simulations of population dynamics, high enzyme concentrations
were set at 10µM and intermediate enzyme concentrations were set at 5µM .
The high and low kcat values varied depending on the case study (see results
section). The environmental input sin was set at 0.75mM unless stated
otherwise. When mutating the kcat value for a given enzyme, both the
forward and reverse reactions (ie. k3 & k4 or k7 & k8) were changed by the
same proportion in order to obey the equilibrium constant of the reaction.

Population dynamics model: The physiological phenotype we are
interested in is the steady state flux through a pathway. We consider a case
in which increasing flux through the pathway increases fitness. The formu-
lation of this scenario is inspired by the first three steps of the metabolism
of lactose, which includes diffusion of lactose into the periplasmic space, ac-
tive transport by β-galactoside permease and hydrolysis by β-galactosidase.
This pathway has been studied in E. coli as a model system for metabolic
evolution (Dykhuizen et al., 1987; Dean, 1989). Although we study a
diploid case involving dominance, our conclusions are equally applicable to
the problem of robustness modification in haploid organisms.

Fitness in our model is evaluated as a function of genotype and environ-
ment. For any given case study, the highest flux possible by any combination
of alleles for a given environment is Fmax, where Fmax = D [sin]. Assuming
a linear relation between fitness and flux, let ωmax be the maximum fitness
for a given case study such that ωmax = 1 + φFmax, where φ is a parameter
designating the fitness impact of flux. Similarly for any flux F , let fitness ω
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be defined as ω = 1 + φF . The relative fitness ω̄ is given by

ω̄ =
ω

ωmax

. (4)

Given that 0 ≤ ω̄ ≤ 1, natural selection in non-overlapping generations can
be simulated using a genetic algorithm with stochastic selection, where the
probability of a given individual to be chosen as a parent for a mating is
dependent on ω̄.

For simulations of population dynamics, the population size n was held
constant at 250 individuals. Regardless of linkage grouping, the initial condi-
tions for each trial were set at 249 individuals of genotype “aa, bb, cc, dd′′ and
one individual of genotype “Aa,Bb, cc, dd′′. This was done to reduce simu-
lation wait time for the appearance of a functional pathway with F > 0. For
reproduction, each mating gives rise to one new genotype. The mating pro-
cess includes mutation at each locus, recombination between linkage groups
and chromosomal assortment. Mutation rates µ were set at µ = 1×10−4 per
locus per generation. Recombination rates r were set at r = 0.5 per linkage
pair per generation. For all simulations fitness impact was set at φ = 1.
Each simulation trial was stopped either when the frequency of the kinetic
phenotype “high E1, high E2, high kcat(1), high kcat(2)” had surpassed 95%
or when 10, 000 generations had passed.

RESULTS

Dominance modification by mutations in catalytic turnover
rates: Dominance modification can be verified on the enzyme kinetic model.
In Fig. 1A wild-type dominance is reflected by the fact that mutations that
change the enzyme concentrations to levels that are still within the domain
of the observed flux plateau do not have a drastic phenotypic effect on flux.
For example there is only a 1.1% reduction in flux from a wild-type double
homozygote at [E1] = [E2] = 10µM to a double heterozygote (with null
alleles) at [E1] = [E2] = 5µM . Such plateaus are compatible with empir-
ical cases where pathway fluxes saturate with respect to enzyme activity
(Kacser and Burns, 1973, 1981; Dykhuizen et al., 1987; Dean, 1989).
The argument that dominance effects could not be subject to evolution is
based on the contention that mutations that affect the enzyme kinetics can-
not change the shape of the flux surface and its characteristic plateau effect
(Kacser and Burns, 1981).
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Figure 1: Metabolic flux ( mM sec−1 ) as a function of total enzyme concentrations
( µM ) in a model two-enzyme pathway. In each case kcat values are equal for
both enzymes (100 = 42, 000min−1). (A) kcat = 100, [sin] = 0.75mM . (B)
kcat = 25, [sin] = 0.75mM . Note loss of plateau area form (A) to (B), indicative
of diminished dominance effects. (C) kcat = 100, [sin] = 2.5mM . (D) kcat =
25, [sin] = 2.5mM . Note diminished dominance effects from (A) to (C).

We found that mutations that affect the catalytic constant kcat of the
enzymes can considerably change the shape of the flux surface and can
reduce the plateau effect. Fig. 1B shows the flux profile for a pathway with
the kcat of both enzymes reduced to 25% of the wild-type. As a consequence
there is a 26% reduction in flux from wild-type homozygote to a double
heterozygote with null alleles. The higher the kcat, the higher the dominance
effects. Increasing kcat increases the Vmax for a given enzyme such that
decreases in enzyme concentration are less likely to saturate the enzyme
below the diffusion limited maximal flux rate.

Dominance effects are also sensitive to the environmental input [sin]. Fig.
1C shows our model pathway with the environmental input increased from
0.75mM to 2.5mM . Dominance effects diminish as a result of an increase
in the diffusion-limited maximal flux through the pathway. In Fig. 1C there
is a 17% reduction in flux for the double heterozygote as compared to a
1.1% reduction in Fig. 1A. Hence a pathway that has evolved to exhibit the
maximal flux for a given environment and a given set of enzyme expression
levels would exhibit higher dominance effects if shifted to a lower input
environment. The change in dominance is due to the interplay between
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changes in the maximal diffusion limited flux and the saturation levels of
enzymes.

A comparison of flux between a double homozygote and a double het-
erozygote can be used as an indicator of two-locus dominance D2, where

D2 = (flux of “Aa,Bb′′)/(flux of “AA,BB ′′). (5)

Fig. 2 shows that the value of D2 varies as a function of kcat and the envi-
ronmental input [sin]. This is a manifestation of genotype by environment
interactions. Note that there is a combined region of high kcat and low [sin]
that exhibits the highest dominance values.
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Figure 2: Two-locus dominance D2, as a function of relative kcat (100 =
42, 000min−1) and environment [sin] (mM). Both enzymes have the same kcat

value. The points marked A to D correspond to the respective surfaces in Fig. 1.

Impure modifiers: direct and modifying effects: The previous
section showed that dominance in our model can be modified by mutations
in catalytic turnover rates. These mutations are represented by substitutions
at the C and D loci. The question we can ask now is whether such mutations
act as pure modifiers or whether they also have their own independent fitness
effects.

Consider a mutation from “AA, BB, cc, dd” to “AA, BB, Cc, dd”. The
change in relative fitness ∆ω̄ will be given by the difference between the
relative fitness of “high E1, high E2, high kcat(1), low kcat(2)” and that of
“high E1, high E2, low kcat(1), low kcat(2)”. Furthermore, for any given
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genetic background at the B,C and D loci, let

D
ω̄(A) = (ω̄ of “Aa′′)/(ω̄ of “AA′′), (6)

whereby D
ω̄(A) measures dominance with respect to fitness at the A-locus.

The change in A-locus dominance ∆D
ω̄(A) due to a C-locus substitution, is

calculated as

∆D
ω̄(A) = (D

ω̄(A) of “AA,BB,Cc, dd′′)−

(D
ω̄(A) of “AA,BB, cc, dd′′).

(7)

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between fitness effects of such C-locus subti-
tutions and their effects on dominance at the A-locus. Interestingly, there
is a positive correlation between fitness effects of the C-locus substitution
and changes in dominance. This shows that dominance modifiers in our
biochemical model are not pure modifiers. In fact we see that in most cases,
the higher the change in dominance, the higher the fitness effect of the sub-
stitution.
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Figure 3: Relation between fitness effects of C-locus substitutions (“AA,BB,cc,dd”
to “AA,BB,Cc,dd”) and changes in dominance. Plotted for varying high-kcat values.
For each high-kcat cross-section each dot represents a different low-kcat.

We can tease apart the fitness effects of a substitution into its modify-
ing effects and direct effects. Consider dominance at the A-locus, and the
modifying effect of a C-locus substitution. The direct fitness effect of the
C-locus substitution ∆ω̄direct, is calculated as

∆ω̄direct = (ω̄ of “AA,BB,Cc, dd′′)−
(ω̄ of “AA,BB, cc, dd′′).

(8)
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The modifying fitness effect ∆ω̄modif., is calculated as

∆ω̄modif. = (ω̄ of “Aa,BB,Cc, dd′′)−

(ω̄ of “Aa,BB, cc, dd′′)−∆ω̄direct.
(9)

Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the direct and modifying fitness effects
of a C-locus substitution. We see that the larger the modifying effect of
a mutation, the larger is its direct fitness effect. However the range of
the direct fitness effects is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the
modifying effects. This creates an interesting situation. Modifying effects
are stronger, but are frequency sensitive. In contrast, direct effects are
weaker, but frequency insensitive. Which one plays the main role in the
evolution of dominance will depend on the population dynamics.
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Figure 4: Modifying (A) and direct (B) effects of C-locus substitutions in relation
to changes in dominance. High-kcat = 42, 000min−1. Each point representing a
substitution is labeled with its low-kcat value (×0.1× 42, 000min−1).

For D-locus substitutions (not shown), we get results that are analogous
to the C-locus substitutions, except that the fitness effects of D-locus substi-
tutions are generally smaller and more sensitive to the identity of the alleles
at the C-locus (more on this in the next section).

Incidental selection vs. frequency dependence: In simulating the
population dynamics, we found that dominance did evolve via selection and
fixation of the high-kcat alleles. However, we found that the high-kcat alleles
were being mainly selected due to their direct fitness effects rather than their
dominance modification effects.

We examined four different linkage scenarios. These were ABCD (no re-
combination), AB,CD (concentration loci linked, kcat loci linked), AC,BD
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Figure 5: Comparison of fixation-approach times for different phenotypes. Each
line represents data from 32 trials. Fixation approach scored when respective
phenotype frequencies surpassed 0.95. High-kcat = 42, 000min−1. Low-kcat =
0.2× high-kcat. Each labeled dot represents the median number of generations at
which half of the trials had first gone above a frequency of 95% for the given kinetic
phenotype. (A) Full linkage. (B) Free recombination. i: “ high E1, high E2, low
kcat(1), low kcat(2)”. ii: “ high E1, high E2, high kcat(1), low kcat(2)”. iii: “ high
E1, high E2, high kcat(1), high kcat(2)”. iv: “ high E1, high E2, low kcat(1), high
kcat(2)”.
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(concentration and kcat loci linked for each enzyme) and A,B,C,D (free re-
combination). Due to the stochastic nature of the simulations, there is
some variation in the sequence of selective sweeps between simulation runs.
Nonetheless the most recurrent sequence of selective sweeps for the high-
kcat alleles is the same in all linkage scenarios. First the “ high E1, high
E2, low kcat(1), low kcat(2)” phenotype sweeps through the population. Then
at some point the C allele is introduced and the “ high E1, high E2, high
kcat(1), low kcat(2)” phenotype sweeps towards fixation. Subsequently, the
D allele sweeps through the population and the “ high E1, high E2, high
kcat(1), high kcat(2)” phenotype approaches fixation. Fig. 5 shows simulation
results for two sample scenarios.
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Figure 6: Selection for the high-kcat phenotype. High-kcat = 42, 000min−1. Low-
kcat = 0.2× high-kcat. Full linkage.

Throughout the evolutionary dynamics for all scenarios, heterozygos-
ity at the A and B loci remained relatively low. For all simulation trials,
we measured the change in frequency of the high-kcat phenotype after each
generation and then assessed whether the respective increases in frequency
were concurrent with a high frequency of mutant heterozygotes or not. As
an example, consider the full linkage case ABCD. Figs. 6A & B show that
increases in the high-kcat(1) phenotype (due to increases in the frequency of
the C allele) occur irrespective of the frequency of the “AA,BB” homozy-
gote. In contrast, Fig. 6C shows that the majority of the increases in the
high-kcat(1) phenotype occurred when the frequency of the “Aa” heterozy-
gote was low. In fact Fig. 6D shows that more than 90% (80% in cases with
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recombination) of the increases in the high-kcat(1) phenotype occurred when
the frequency of the “Aa” heterozygote was less than one percent. Hence
the C allele was not selected due to its modifying effect. Dominance mainly
evolved as an incidental side effect of selection for the C allele due to its
direct fitness effect.

Similar conclusions hold for the D allele, with the addition of an inter-
esting caveat. As Fig. 5 indicates, in most cases the D allele is not swept
into the population until the C allele has already been fixed. This is be-
cause of the existence of epistasis. The direct effects of the D allele are not
manifested until the C allele is in place. Hence the positioning of an enzyme
in a pathway affects its fitness effects. This is an important property which
deserves attention in future work.

DISCUSSION

The results presented here lead to the hypothesis that if we assume the
rules of saturable Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics, then dominance can
evolve in simple metabolic pathways. Furthermore, our model points to
the hypothesis that dominance modifiers in metabolism do not have to be
pure modifiers and can have their own direct fitness effects. Our results
support a hypothesis that Wright (1929b,a, 1934a, 1977) and Haldane

(1930) had proposed very early in the debate on the evolution of dominance.
Nonetheless, despite having been proposed at an early stage in the debate,
the possibility of dual-effect alleles has not been pursued by other scientists.
Part of the reason for this may have been due to the influence of Metabolic
Control Analysis (Kacser and Burns, 1981). If one accepts the precept
that dominance could not be modified, then dual-effect alleles would be
irrelevant.

Based on biochemical kinetics, our model suggests that dominance ef-
fects can be modified. Furthermore, our results indicate that dominance can
evolve as an incidental side effect of selection for dual-effect alleles. Such
alleles have direct fitness effects in addition to modifying effects. For most
selection scenarios, modifying effects are not as important as direct effects.
However it is paramount to note that there is no strict binary choice between
dominance evolving due to modifying effects and dominance evolving as an
incidental consequence of selection for the direct effects. Dominance does
not have to evolve exclusively due to incidental selection. Frequency sensi-
tive selection can also contribute since the two modes of selection are not
mutually exclusive. What incidental selection does is to free the evolution of
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dominance from its sensitivity to the frequency of heterozygotes or mutation
rates. Such frequency insensitivity makes it much easier for dominance to
evolve.

If we accept the conclusions presented here, questions that go beyond
dominance begin to materialize. We have seen here that a property that in
most situations could not be directly selected for, can still evolve through
incidental selection. In the case of dominance, the positive correlation be-
tween dominance modification effects and direct fitness effects is a result of
the mechanistic constraints on the relationship between genotype and pheno-
type. How prevalent are such correlations? For example, another mechanism
that has been proposed for the evolution of robustness has been one in which
selection for robustness to environmental perturbations (which are more
frequent) can lead to robustness to genetic perturbations (Muller, 1932;
Plunkett, 1933; Wagner et al., 1997; Meiklejohn and Hartl, 2002).
Heat shock proteins are a possible example (Forsdyke, 1994; Rutheford

and Lindquist, 1998; Fares et al., 2002). Another example are models of
RNA folding and stability, which indicate that there is a correlation between
phenotypic robustness to mutations and phenotypic plasticity with respect
to micro-environmental variation (Ancel and Fontana, 2000). This latter
correlation is referred to as “plasto-genetic congruence.” Other examples
are bound to be found. If such correlations turn out to be prevalent, we
may eventually have to add a new layer to Fisher’s query. We may be led
to ask whether the correlations themselves can be subject to evolutionary
modification.
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